Join Our Community of Scholarship and Research
Villanova has been granting its master’s degree in English for more than half a century. We wed this sense of history with a keen awareness of the contemporary, interdisciplinary spirit of literary study. The curriculum balances a traditional, historical understanding of literary periods with newer, theoretically based considerations of writing and reading.

As a student in Villanova University’s graduate program in English you will:
• Explore literary texts produced from the medieval period to the present
• Become familiar with the major intellectual currents shaping the discipline of literary study today
• Develop refined interpretive skills
• Consider the primary texts in their historical, theoretical and critical contexts

Why Choose Villanova’s Graduate Program in English?
• Outstanding faculty
• An exciting, challenging curriculum
• Small seminar classes with close guidance
• Full-time and part-time options
• Fellowship opportunities (deadline March 1)
• Teaching opportunities
• An excellent placement record
• Conference funding for students
• The Villanova Literary Festival

Graduate Programs in English
You will find details regarding admission and degree requirements at gradenglish.villanova.edu.

Master’s Program in English
Your course work in the Master’s Program in English will cover a broad range of literary texts in various historical periods and genres, and your thesis or field examination will provide focus in a particular field. The thesis option provides an opportunity for sustained critical examination of a single author’s work, a specific literary movement, or a distinctive literary theme. The field examination option requires mastery of a list of works compiled in consultation with your advisor on a field of your own definition.

Post-Master’s Certificate
You may be interested in this program if you have already attained a master’s degree (in English or Education) and wish to continue your graduate study. You may take five courses in a curriculum that you design to meet your professional interests and needs.

What Can You Do With a Villanova Master’s Degree in English?
• Matriculate in a highly competitive doctoral program
• Advance your teaching career in secondary schools
• Pursue a career in any field that demands the verbal acumen and analytical rigor our program cultivates
Explore Our Curriculum
Recent course offerings include:
• Methods and Problems in Studying Shakespeare
• Ulysses
• American Poetry, 1950 – present
• Topics in Modern British Literature
• American Slave Narrative
• Mass Culture and the Modern American Novel
• Feminist Fiction and Feminist Theory
• The Harlem Renaissance
• Critical Theory
• Eighteenth-Century British Fiction
• Charting the Self in Postmodern American Poetry
• Romanticism and History
• Yeats and Irish Culture
• African-American Poetics and the Novel
• Seventeenth-Century Poetry and Prose
• Nineteenth-Century British Fiction
• Virginia Woolf, Novelist and Feminist
• American Gothic
• New England Transcendentalism
• Freaking Swift and Franklin
• Topics in Modern American Literature: Call and Response
• Postmodern Narrative
• Post-Colonial African Literature and Theory
A complete listing of courses is available at gradenglish.villanova.edu.

Faculty
The professors in the graduate English faculty balance an active scholarly life with a deep commitment to teaching. Several have won or been short-listed for the prestigious Lindback Teaching Award, an annual honor that designates a single professor among the over five hundred at the university as the most outstanding teacher. Others have recently completed scholarly books that reflect the department’s active participation in shaping the discipline.

Chiji Akoma, PhD
Binghamton University, 1998
Post-Colonial Literature, African-American Literature

Michael Berthold, PhD
Harvard University, 1987
19th-Century American Literature, Cultural Studies, Slave Narratives

Alice Dailey, PhD
UCLA, 2003
Later Medieval Literature, Shakespeare, Renaissance Romance and Epic

Joseph Drury, PhD
University of Pennsylvania, 2008
18th century British Fiction

Heather Hicks, PhD
Duke University, 1996
Post-World War II American Fiction, Postmodern Theory, Contemporary Cultural Studies

Karyn Hollis, PhD
University of Southern California, 1986
Composition Studies

Kamran Javadizadeh, PhD
Yale University, 2008
American Modernist Poetry

Joseph Lennon, PhD
University of Connecticut, 2000
Irish Studies

Crystal Lucky, PhD
University of Pennsylvania, 1999
19th-Century African-American Church History, Literary Pedagogy

Jean Lutes, PhD
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1997
Modern American Literature, Journalism, American Studies

Hugh Ormsby-Lennon, PhD
University of Pennsylvania, 1977
Augustan Literature, 18th-Century Cultural Studies, 18th-Century Anglo-Irish Literature, Literary Theory

Megan Quigley, PhD
Yale University, 2006
Modern British and American Literature, Women’s Writing, Irish Literature

Evan Radcliffe, PhD
Cornell University, 1983
British Romantic Literature, Literature & Politics of the 1790s, Narrative

Lisa Sewell, PhD
Tufts University, 1999
Contemporary American Poetry, Poetics

Lauren Shohe, PhD
Brown University, 1994
Renaissance and 17th Century Literature, Cultural Studies, Literary Theory, Gender Studies
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